CHILDREN’S
RIGHTS
“There can be no keener revelation
of a society’s soul than the way it
treats its children.”
— NELSON MANDELA  

MEDIA KIT

CHILDREN’S RIGHTS IS
TAKING ACTION, BECAUSE
BROKEN GOVERNMENT
SYSTEMS DON’T HAVE TO
BE THE NORM... NOT ON
OUR WATCH.
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“If the moral test of government is how it
treats those who are in the dawn of
life — the children — and those who
are in shadows of life — the abused,
the neglected and the voiceless,
then Americans should be
horrified. This isn’t about
charity. It’s about justice.”
    – S ANDY SANTANA,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF
CHILDREN’S RIGHTS
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A LEADING NATIONAL ADVOCACY
ORGANIZATION SINCE 1995,
CHILDREN’S RIGHTS DEMANDS
GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY
AND SYSTEMIC REFORM ON BEHALF
OF THE HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS
OF CHILDREN WHO ENTER INTO THE
CUSTODY OF STATE CARE.
2017 Media Kit
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THROUGH STRATEGIC ADVOCACY
AND LEGAL ACTION, WE NOT ONLY
TRANSFORM THE WAY THESE CHILDREN
ARE TREATED BY PUBLIC SYSTEMS,
BUT WITH EVERY VICTORY, WE ALSO
DEMONSTRATE THAT DANGEROUS,
FAILING GOVERNMENT SYSTEMS DON’T
HAVE TO BE THE NORM.
2017 Media Kit
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FIGHTING TO TRANSFORM AMERICA’S FAILING CHILD
WELFARE SYSTEMS IS ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT
SOCIAL JUSTICE MOVEMENTS OF OUR TIME.
If we care about MASS INCARCERATION, then we must care
about our children in state care.  

74%

of inmates in California’s state prison
system are former foster youth.

If we care about HUMAN TRAFFICKING, then we must care
about our children in state care.  

80%
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of domestic child sex trafficking victims
are former foster youth.  
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If we care about ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE, then we must
care about our children in state care.

100%

of foster children rely on Medicaid for their
medical and dental needs.  

If we care about LGBTQ RIGHTS, then we must care about
our children in state care.

20%

of foster youth are LGBTQ, which is about 3X the
rate of LGBTQ youth in the general population.

If we care about EDUCATION, then we must care about our
children in state care.

50%
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of foster youth graduate high school by 18.
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THE LIVES AND FUTURES OF MORE THAN HALF A MILLION
CHILDREN ARE AT STAKE ...
They are removed from abusive and neglectful homes, uprooted again and again, often with
their life’s belongings stuffed into a trash bag. Powerless to advocate for themselves within a
system that is largely hidden from public view, they are America’s most vulnerable children.

Approximately

670,000

children spend time in U.S. child welfare
systems annually

5 weeks

is the average amount of time
they will be absent from school
each year they are in care

Of those who graduate high school,

only 4%

p  p  p  p  p

will go on to receive
a 4-year degree

7th grade
46.5%
of foster
care alumni
will become
incarcerated
within the first
two years of
“aging out”
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31%

50%

of foster alumni
will become
homeless
after age 18

of foster alumni will become
unemployed by age 24

71%
of female foster alumni
will become pregnant by 19
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is the average reading
level they will have
by age 17

1 in 4
foster alumni
will be diagnosed with PTSD as
adults (2x the rate of US war
veterans)
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... AND AMERICA’S VULNERABLE CHILDREN CANNOT WAIT.
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CHILDREN’S RIGHTS IS MAKING IT RIGHT ACROSS THE U.S.
When state systems fail to fulfill their responsibilities to the children whose lives depend on
them, Children’s Rights takes action.

MICHIGAN

MILWAUKEE

CONNECTICUT

In 2008, Michigan entered into a settlement
with Children’s Rights requiring an overhaul of
the state’s struggling child welfare system.
Major improvements have since been realized
including a statewide child abuse hot-line, a
centralized investigation unit to handle
allegations of maltreatment in care, annual
state inspections and performance reviews of
private providers, reduced social worker
caseloads, and mandatory training of social
workers. When Children’s Rights first filed suit
against Michigan, some 6,300 children were
legally free for adoption, but without an
adoptive family. By 2016, that number dropped
below 2,200, meaning that thousands of
children are now growing up in permanent
families rather than as wards of the state.

State officials are continuing
to implement a 2002 agreed
upon action plan aimed at
reforming the foster care
practices of the Bureau of
Milwaukee Child Welfare. In
1993, caseloads often
exceeded 100 children per
caseworker. As of 2016, the
average caseload was just
13.

In 2006, the federal court approved an action plan which
focuses on required improvements in 22 areas that DCF
must meet to adequately protect the vulnerable children
in its custody.

ARIZONA
In 2015, Children’s Rights charged Arizona with
undermining children’s health, well-being and
safety. Foster children were sleeping in DCS
offices; many weren’t receiving the medical,
dental or mental health services they desperately
needed; and according to the State’s own data,
investigations of maltreatment in state care were
not being completed on time.

TEXAS
In December 2014, Children’s Rights went to
trial in Corpus Christi, Texas. Agreeing with
Children's Rights, federal Judge Janis Jack
found that Texas’ foster children “almost
routinely leave State custody more damaged
than when they entered.” Based on the
substantial trial evidence, Judge Jack held that
the State acted with deliberate indifference
toward the basic safety and well-being of
children in state care, exposing all children to
an unreasonable risk of harm. “Rape, abuse,
psychotropic medication, and instability are
the norm,” she further found.
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NY

WI
MI

CT

RI

NJ
MO
TN

AZ

SC
GA
TX

Lore
MISSOURI
In 2017, Children’s Rights filed the first class action lawsuit to
shine a federal spotlight on the overuse of psychotropic
medications (“chemical straightjackets”) among foster children.

GEORGIA
In 2005, Children’s Rights sought and won both systemic
reform for children in Atlanta’s historically dangerous and poorly
performing child welfare system as well as the
constitutional right to legal representation at every stage of their
experience in state custody. As a result of Senior U.S. District
Court Judge Marvin Shoob’s landmark ruling, all abused and
neglected children in Georgia now have the right to counsel.
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PHASE 1:
ACTIVE LITIGATION
PHASE 2:
COURT-ENFORCED
SYSTEMIC REFORM
PHASE 3:
VICTORY FOR KIDS
SPECIAL PROJECTS
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THE BATTLE FOR BETTER CHILD WELFARE IN AMERICA
CAN BE WON.
NATIONWIDE: LGBTQ ADVOCACY

NEW YORK: LAPSED PLACEMENTS

In 2017, Children's Rights and Lambda Legal released a
first-of-its-kind 50-state analysis, which found that despite the
fundamental need for protection against discrimination, only 27
states and the District of Columbia explicitly include sexual
orientation and gender identity in nondiscrimination protections
specific to the child welfare system; only 21 states and the District of
Columbia do so in their juvenile justice systems; and only 12 states
and the District of Columbia do so in their facilities serving runaway
and homeless youth. Moreover, only four states have statutory or
regulatory guidance regarding placement of transgender youth in
out-of-home care in accordance with their gender identities.

In 2000, Children’s Rights filed a damages lawsuit on behalf of five-year-old
Jeremy and his mother with whom he was reunified after the New York City
Administration for Children’s Services (ACS) had retained him in custody
without any legal basis for two-and-a-half years under a lapsed custody order.
During that time Jeremy was also abused in his foster home. The lawsuit
alleged that ACS had a practice of knowingly holding thousands of New York
City children in their custody without legal basis under similarly lapsed custody
orders. A 2001 settlement agreement awarded a total of $260,000 to Jeremy
and his mother. ACS was also required to release quarterly data regarding the
remaining number of lapsed placements. As a result of the lawsuit, ACS
heightened attention to minimize the occurrence of lapsed placements.

RHODE ISLAND

NASSAU COUNTY: UNACCOMPANIED MINORS

In 2007, Children’s Rights filed suit in Rhode Island charging that the
State’s foster care system routinely exposed children in its custody to
harm due to over-burdensome social worker caseloads, an inadequate
array of placements, poor recruitment and support of foster families
and substandard investigations of alleged child abuse and neglect.
As a result of these well-known deficiencies, children in Rhode Island
foster care were suffering abuse and neglect in state care at alarming
rates, were being institutionalized without need and were enduring
the loss of sibling relationships and meaningful adult connections.

A record number of unaccompanied children are coming to the United States
from Central America in search of protection, fearing for their lives amid
growing regional violence and economic insecurity, and facing the U.S.
Judicial system terrified and alone. In 2016, Children's Rights helped win
Special Immigrant Juvenile (“SIJ”) status for two siblings who had witnessed
firsthand the murder of friends and neighbors due to gang violence. Fearing
for their safety, they fled their hometown in Central America all alone and
survived a journey fraught with peril from there into the United States.

TENNESSEE
After 16 years of implementing an ambitious reform plan,
Tennessee has transformed what had been a problem-plagued
child welfare system into one that is today considered to be a
national model. “At the time Children’s Rights filed the suit, the
state needed a wake-up call. We’ve got to be honest: we didn’t
have a system here in 2000. I mean, we deserved to get a lawsuit.
The fact is, we’re a much better system now. We’re better off for
it, the kids are better off, and I think the tax payers are better off.”
– Jim Henry, Chief of Staff to Tennessee Governor Haslam

SOUTH CAROLINA
In 2016, state officials began to implement an agreed upon action
plan aimed at reforming the foster care system and ending harmful
practices such as leaving foster children in juvenile detention
facilities due to lack of foster care homes. The plan also includes
corrective actions to revamp long standing health care issues, such
as children being overdue for medical, dental and mental health
check-ups, screenings and treatment.
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RIKERS ISLAND: SOLITARY CONFINEMENT
In 2016, Children's Rights was one of a broad coalition of organizations in
calling for the end of solitary confinement for young people on Rikers Island.
Soon after, New York City officials agreed to a plan that would eliminate the
use of solitary confinement for all inmates 21 and younger.

NEW JERSEY: RIGHT TO SUE
In 2004, Children’s Rights filed a damages lawsuit on behalf of three minor
adopted brothers who were systematically starved by their parents in a
foster-turned-adoptive home. The home was approved and monitored by New
Jersey’s Division of Youth and Family Services (DYFS). The horrific abuse and
neglect suffered by the boys was revealed in 2003 when the eldest brother —
then 19 and weighing only 45 pounds — was found scavenging for food in a
neighbor’s trash can outside his home. It was later revealed that DYFS
employees had visited the Jackson home at least 38 times over the previous
four years, but took no action on reports that the children were malnourished.
In 2005, a settlement was reached, awarding a total of $7.5 million to the three
younger boys and another $5 million to their older brother. As a result of this
lawsuit, the right of children in foster care to sue the state for damages has
been substantially strengthened.
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TENNESSEE CASE STUDY: FROM “OUT OF CONTROL”…
In 2000, Children’s Rights, along with a team of local counsel in Nashville, Knoxville and
Memphis, brought a legal reform campaign against the state of Tennessee on behalf of all
children in its foster care, alleging major problems which were harming the very children the
state was supposed to protect.

In 2000, Brian A. was a nine-year old boy who spent
seven months in a dangerous and overcrowded
emergency shelter in Memphis. He was housed there
with older boys accused of violent crimes and sexual
assaults, and without basic mental health treatment,
casework services or appropriate schooling —
because DCS had nowhere else to place him.

In 2000, Tracy B. was a 14-year-old girl in her 15th
inappropriate foster care placement after only
one year in government custody because the state
lacked an appropriate place for her to live.
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In 2000, Denise
E. was eight years
old. She had been
placed in foster care
after being removed
at birth from her
mother. She was
visited one time
by a case manager
during her first week
of life, but never
afterwards, and had
not received any
services to monitor
her care, needs or
development.
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... TO “NATIONAL MODEL.”
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OVERWORKED: Caseloads over 40 children were not unusual. One region had
caseloads as high as 80 children per social worker.

Case managers now carry between 10-20 children, and
86-91% of children now receive at least 2 case manager visits per month.

OVERBURDENED: Children were regularly warehoused in emergency shelters and
holding facilities for upwards of 6 months at a time.

Emergency shelter use has ended. Between January and June 2016, only 9
children stayed in temporary placements beyond 60 days.

OVER-INSTITUTIONALIZED: In 2001, Tennessee placed 22%
of children in congregate care facilities.

85% of first placements and 88% of predominant placements are now family
settings, limiting group care placements to 15%.

OUT OF REGION: 35% of children were placed out of their region, at a great
distance from their parents and siblings.

86% of children are now placed within 75 miles of the home from which they were
removed.

UNMONITORED: DCS was unable to produce basic data about the children in its
custody. Data lacked on children’s locations and prior placements, children’s case
plans and permanency goals, and the number of children in custody who were on
waiting lists for services.

The Department now benefits from an innovative automated information system
that is leveraging advances in web-based technology to support both frontline and management staff as well as track and report upon all children in state
custody.

OVERSTAYING: 36% of children in custody stayed in foster
care for over two years, and 17% for over four years.

22% of children in DCS custody are in care for two or more years, and only 9%
spend more than three years in foster care.

UNADDRESSED RACIAL DISPARITIES: The state made less effort to secure
appropriate placements, services, and permanent homes for African-American
children in state custody than they did for Caucasian children.

DCS regularly engages in targeted recruitment efforts to increase African
American resource homes, offers subsidized guardianship instead of terminating
parental rights and maintains a diverse workforce with cultural competency
training.

UNDERPREPARED: There were few programs, and openings within programs that
prepared youth for living independently, leaving them ill-equipped to live on their
own upon exiting foster care.

Now 94% of youth have or are slated to have at least one of the following
upon exiting care: a high school diploma or GED; transitional services; full-time
employment; vocational training or post-secondary education. As well, in 2011,
DCS extended foster care programs and services to age 22, and currently almost
half of all children who reach 18 use extended care.

UNSTABLE HOUSING: 23% - over 2000 children - of children had 10 or more
placements in foster care.

Only 1% of children have 10 or more placement moves, and 90% of children have
two or fewer placements over the past year.

UNDERVALUED FAMILIES The state routinely failed to work with families towards
reunification. 41% of foster children with a goal of reunification had less than
monthly visits with their parents. Children were also routinely separated from
siblings.

98% of children on track to reunification visit at least 1x per month, 78% are
visiting at least 2x per month, and 82% of siblings are placed together. Over 40%
of children entering care are now found a permanent home within the first 12
months (overwhelmingly through reunification)

UNADOPTED: Ongoing delays in the adoption process extended
children’s time in custody. In 2000, there were only 425 adoptions
with 9000 children in care.

From 2012 and 2016, with approximately 6000 children in foster care,
there were over 1100 adoptions every year.
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OUR ULTIMATE GOAL IS TO FOSTER A BRIGHTER FUTURE
FOR ALL OF AMERICA’S VULNERABLE CHILDREN…
In addition to our ongoing legal advocacy, Children’s Rights launches a national advocacy
campaign each May, timed to Foster Care Awareness Month. We partner with foster alumni
across the nation to give mass audiences a window into the challenges and obstacles that
youth face before, during and after their time in state care. Harnessing the power of digital
storytelling and social media, Fostering The Future turns an unacceptable reality into a national
dialogue, inspiring mass awareness and systemic change.
For 2017, our storytellers asked the nation to  #FOSTERMYEDUCATION …
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... AS WELL AS AMPLIFY THEIR VOICES FOR ALL TO HEAR.
2017 FOSTERING THE FUTURE HIGHLIGHTS
More than

600M
1

99K
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A bipartisan foster care caucus
event on Capitol Hill

media impressions

Social media support
from more than

Celebrity
spoken word PSA

100

Organizations

Social
media likes,
comments
and shares!

1M
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Social media views!
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WE ALL HAVE THE POWER TO SAY,
“I WILL NOT LET THEIR STORIES END THIS WAY.”
Here are the faces of American foster youth. This is their #FosterTruth — their first person
accounts of how systemic issues — like the overuse of psychotropic medications, sibling
separation, lack of LGBTQ informed care and institutionalization — affect children.

“I was in 45 placements, more than 23
schools and given every medication you
can think of while in foster care. But I’m
driven. Soon, I’ll be joining the 4% of
foster alumni who graduate from college.
My sole mission is to help produce policy
changes for foster youth.”
      – SHAY, CA

“I was thrown
into foster
care at age
13 when my
father was
deported. ”

“I aged out at 18,
became homeless
and was forced to
drop out. Today,
I’m a foster youth
advocate, working
to give foster youth
and alumni the
support they need
to transition into
adulthood. ”
           – BRIAN, PA

“I had a foster sister
named Strawberry,
and one day her pimp
came and got her. She
was a minor. Where
was the amber alert?”

      – EDGAR, GA

                – ARIELLA, CA
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“By the time I aged out
of foster care, I had been
raped and beaten more
than I want to remember
— often by the very people
the state of Texas was
paying to ‘care’ for me.”

“When I was little, I wanted
to be a lawyer. Your dreams
don’t really matter in foster
care. I ended up getting my
G.E.D. at Rikers.”
    

               – RO, NY

     – KRISTOPHER, TX

“When I was
placed in foster
care at four
years old, my
brothers and I
were separated.
I’m still looking
for them.”
       – MELANIE, AL

“For a while, I lived in a group home
where we also had “school.” By school,
I mean kids of all ages together in
one room doing the same worksheet.
Thankfully, my foster parents in my 18th
placement helped secure tutors for me
as I was really behind my peers.”
                         – WHITNEY, DC

“At one point in foster care, I was
forced to take 16 psychotropic
pills in a day. What I needed was
love, stability and hope, not mind
altering drugs.”
     – JOSH, MO
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HELP US DO JUSTICE BY OUR NATION’S
MOST VULNERABLE CHILDREN.
CHILDREN’S RIGHT to a safe and healthy childhood counts.
CHILDREN’S RIGHT to an education counts.
CHILDREN’S RIGHT to a fair shot at life counts.  

And children are
counting on ALL
of us to make it
RIGHT.

Sponsor a Children’s Rights Reform Campaign
Sponsor a Children’s Rights 2018 Policy Report
Partner with Children’s Rights on our 2018 National Awareness Initiative, 
Fostering The Future
Become an Annual or Monthly Children’s Rights Supporter  
Host a Children’s Rights Cocktails + Conversation Event
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CONTACT

WHEN IT COMES TO CHILDREN’S RIGHTS,
OUR DOORS ARE ALWAYS OPEN.
MARKETING/PRESS:
Daniel Kessel // 646.216.3343 // dkessel@childrensrights.org

DEVELOPMENT:
Adriana Pezzulli // 646.216.3334 // apezzulli@childrensrights.org

Every day, Children are harmed by America’s broken child welfare, juvenile
justice, education and healthcare systems. Through relentless strategic
advocacy and legal action, we hold governments accountable for keeping
kids safe and healthy. Children’s Rights has made a lasting impact, protecting
hundreds of thousands of vulnerable children, and we are poised to help
millions more. They are depending on us… and you.  

CHILDREN’S
RIGHTS
MEDIA KIT

